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 Abstract: The study of fiber quality indicators in fine-fiber cotton varieties is one of the most 

urgent problems of cotton growing. According to the results of the study, it was observed that winter 

wheat and repeated intercrops have a positive effect on the fiber length, fiber hardness, micron, 

specific tensile strength, elongation at break and reflection coefficient of fine fiber cotton compared 

to the control. 
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Scientists of our country and foreign countries have conducted many studies on improving the 

quality indicators of cotton fiber.  

According to Z.S. Tursunkhodzhaev, M.A. Sorokin, L.A. Toropkin, they proved that in fields where 

crop rotation is fully implemented, the cotton yield is high, the quality of seed and fiber is good, and 

cotton raw materials are transferred to high varieties [7]. 

According to I.I.Protopopova, I.I.Madraimova, D.K.Ashirova, the use of potassium fertilizers in the 

cotton field has a positive effect on increasing the tensile strength, metric number, ripeness of cotton 

fibers and increasing the weight of 1000 seeds [6]. 

A.I.Imomaliev noted that proper soil cultivation and full introduction of crop rotation improved the 

quality indicators of cotton fiber [5]. 

A.A.Abdullaev, M.V.Omilchenko stated that they determined that the fiber quality indicators of the 

variety can be improved and inherited during cross-breeding when creating new varieties [1]. 

According to B.Kh.Amanov, Z.A.Ernazarova, N.G.Nabieva, they observed an increase in fiber 

length in F1, F2 hybrids of Gossipium Barbadenze species [2]. 

M.I. Iksanov determined that the quality indicators of new lines and varieties of fine-fiber cotton are 

micron, fiber length, fiber softness and fiber hardness [4]. 

S. Ortiqov, P.Sh. Ibragimov stated that cotton picking period is one of the important factors affecting 

fiber quality [8]. 

N.N. Ochildiev. B. Ch. Jo'raev, M. Tadjiev, K. M. Tadjiev, Kh. D. Chorieva stated that soil fertility, 

crop rotation, moderate use of mineral and local fertilizers, not to weed cotton and all who expressed 

opinions that the quality of agrotechnical activities is one of the main factors [9]. 

Method and method of research. Observations in the conducted research were carried out in 

accordance with the "Methods of conducting field experiments" (2007) and "Metodika polevyx 

opytov s xlopchatnika" (1981, UzPITI methodology manuals). Methodology "State test of varieties 
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of agricultural crops" (Moscow, Kolos, 1969) and the agrochemical composition of soil and plants 

were carried out in the comprehensive analysis laboratory of PSUEAITI. Productivity indicators 

were mathematically processed by the method of B.A. Dospekhov (1966). 

In 2018-2021, our experiments were conducted in the fields of the Surkhandarya Scientific-

Experimental Station of the Scientific-Research Institute of Cotton Selection, Seeding and 

Cultivation. According to the results of the research, the production of high-quality fiber is 

considered to be the most urgent problem of cotton farming. If the cotton fiber meets the 

requirements of the state standards, it is highly valued in the textile industry and purchased at the 

most valuable prices. Farms and cotton textile clusters will benefit from this. First of all, the quality 

of cotton fiber is affected by all agrotechnical measures and cotton varieties. Studies have shown that 

cotton fibers are of high quality if they are not weeded, properly fed with mineral and local 

fertilizers, followed by crop rotation systems and tillage rules. Researches on fiber quality were 

analyzed in "Sifat" laboratory of Surkhandarya region (tables 1-2). Researches were conducted with 

Termiz-202, the first type of fiber of the cotton variety. The length is the most important indicator of 

fiber quality. 

Table-1. Effects of winter wheat and intercropped oilseeds on cotton fiber quality in crop 

rotations, 2019 

 

Table-2. Effects of winter wheat and intercropped oilseeds on cotton fiber quality in crop 

rotations, 2020 
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According to the results of the research, the length of the cotton fiber was 40.0-42.0 mm in the 

control fields (var. 1-2), 40.0-40.0 mm, and the fiber length was 42.0 mm when the cotton was cared 

for after winter wheat and soybeans. , in the experimental variants (3 and 6) it was found that the 

fiber length was 1-2 mm longer than the control variants. Another important fiber metric is the fiber's 

micronaire index. Fiber microneur index was 4.4-4.6 in the experiment. In the control variants (var. 

1-2) the fiber microneural index was 4.6-4.6 (var. 3-7) and in the experimental variants it was 4.4-

4.6. These indicators are a little high for this variety. This situation is explained by anomalous heat, 

low relative humidity (8-12%) and water shortage. The microneural index of the fiber, the specific 

tensile strength was found to be 31.9-34.2 g/force in the experiment. It was found to be 31.9-32.8 

g/force in the control variants (var. 1 and 2), and 32.8-34.2 g/force in the experimental variants. 

Relatively high specific tensile strength was found to be 34.2 g/force when planted after winter 

wheat and soybean and 34.2 g/force when cotton was planted after winter wheat and peanut. Also, 

the length uniformity coefficient was 72.7-72.9% in the control field, 72.6-74.2% in the experimental 

variants, a relatively high index when cotton was planted after winter wheat + soybeans and 73.0-74 

after winter wheat + peanuts. was 2 percent. 

The elongation at break index was 12.2-12.9, and no significant difference was observed between the 

variants. The reflection coefficient of cotton fiber is also an important indicator in the control 

variants (var.-1 and var.-2) 83.6-84.8 percent and in the experimental variants 83.9-85.5 percent, and 

the relatively high reflection coefficient is winter wheat. It was 85.4-85.5 percent in soybean and 

winter wheat + peanut options. Fiber yellowing coefficient was relatively high 2.9-3.2 percent in 

control variants and 2.2-2.7 percent in experimental variants. Fiber quality indicators in 2020 (Table 

2) also received data similar to the indicators of 2019. 

In conclusion, it was found that fine fiber cotton varieties planted after winter wheat and replanted 

oilseed crops have a positive effect on fiber technological quality indicators. When fine-fiber cotton 

is planted in the field of winter wheat and repeatedly planted soybeans and peanuts, the length of the 

cotton fiber is 2.0 mm longer, the micronaire index is less than 2 units, the relative tensile strength of 

the fiber is 2.0-2.1 g/force tex, the fiber reflectivity the coefficient proved to be higher than the 

control by 1.8-1.9%. 
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